Adopting FAIR principles for Rothamsted’s
long-term agricultural experiments
Richard Ostler

The Rothamsted Long-term Experiments
• 1843 - 1856 Lawes and Gilbert started the 9 “Classical Experiments” including Broadbalk and Park Grass
• > 40 LTEs additional LTEs, past and present, running for at least 20 years
• Examine multiple treatment factors (fertilization, cropping systems, crop protection, management…)

• 177 years of data have (yield traits, disease, botanical and invertebrate surveys, soil properties, management…)
• Funded as a BBSRC National Capability with a requirement to make data as accessible as possible
• LTE information and datasets available from e-RA website http://era.rothamsted.ac.uk, launched 2013
Broadbalk Wheat
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Park Grass Hay

LSRE Brooms Barn

What does FAIR mean

• Can people find your data? • If people can find your
data do they know how
it can be accessed
• FAIR ≠ Open Access

• If people can access your
data can they integrate it
with other related
datasets

• If people can find and
access your data, is it
sufficiently well
described to allow
them to re-use it?

Wilkinson, M., Dumontier, M., Aalbersberg, I. et al. The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship. Sci Data 3, 160018 (2016). https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18
https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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Restricted access to annual plot data

We do some of
that – Does that
mean we’re FAIR?

Background information for Rothamsted Long-term
experiments
Freely accessible aggregated datasets
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FAIR Principles

• (Meta)data assign unique
persistent identifiers
• Described with rich
metadata
• Metadata are indexed
and searchable

• Can be retrieved using
a unique identifier (e.g.
a DOI)

• (Meta)data use formal,
• Metadata extended to
shared languages for
include other relevant
knowledge representation
attributes (e.g. Descriptions
(i.e. data standards,
of treatment factors)
controlled vocabularies,
• Published with data
ontologies)
licences and access rights
• (Meta)data has qualified
• Dataset
references to related
provenance included
datasets

Wilkinson, M., Dumontier, M., Aalbersberg, I. et al. The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship. Sci Data 3, 160018 (2016). https://doi.org/10.1038/sdata.2016.18
https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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Hmm, e-RA
isn’t FAIR…

Datasets:
✓ Conditions of access for datasets
 No DOI (except for some aggregated datasets)
 No structured, machine readable metadata and
metadata not in context
 Appropriate (semantic) annotation of data and
fields
 Datasets poorly structured and data fields poorly
described, no community standards adopted
 Non-standard formats
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How do we
become FAIR

e-RA Website:
✓ Lots of content
 but presented as semi-structured narratives and
inconsistent across experiments

Improving LTE Metadata

Schemas adopted
for structured Longterm Experiment
metadata
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Publishing Findable, Accessible and Re-usable Datasets
Structured DataCite metadata

Harvested into
Rothamsted’s
Institutional
Repository

Page has schema.org
structured data
(@type: Dataset)

Access
conditions and
CC-BY License
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DOI Knowledge Graphs
Experiments, Datasets and Supplementary information are published in context.
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Refactoring the data
• Simple tabular CSV format
• Relationships between data tables possible
Positional data, identifies plots
in time and space
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Treatment factors – what was
applied to the plots

Observed and
Measured data

Rigorous metadata with semantic annotation
“Primary key” values
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Human readable labels

Semantic annotations for data

Do our changes measure up to FAIR?
✓ Persistent Identifier provided (DOI)
✓ Extensive Metadata provided
✓ Metadata registered in a searchable resource

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓ Metadata is retrievable by its identifier
✓ Metadata provides URLs to physical files
✓ Metadata available even when data are not

✓ Metadata have plurality of relevant attributes
✓ Data are released with a clear and accessible data usage
license (CC-BY)
✓ Metadata are associated with provenance
✓ Metadata meet domain relevant community standards
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Non-proprietary, open format
Metadata uses a formal, accessible and shared language
Data annotated using standard vocabularies
Data linked to other data to provide context

What have we learned from Going FAIR
1. You can’t change culture overnight
• This is a new way of thinking about our LTEs and data both for our data managers and
people using the data, be sensitive to their needs but change should make life easier!

2. Budgets are not unlimited – trade-off between ambitions and financial/human
resources

3. Address skills gaps, invest in and train research data managers who understand
the data
• Develop and use best practices – Data Carpentries
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But why Go FAIR in the first place?
Putting FAIR into practice
means people can more easily
discover and re-use the data.
Using DOIs means our data can
be recognised and attributed.
Machine readable and
interoperable datasets can be
accessed and used in new ways
with other datasets
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1. Democratises access to a unique data
collection
2. Data producers and curators are recognised
3. Supports reproducible science
4. Enables new (data) science approaches
5. Increases impact of the LTEs and their data
➢ impact is more easily measured
➢ demonstrates return on investment to
funders

Thanks
Nathalie Castells-Brooke (LTE Computer Scientist)
Margaret Glendining (LTE Data Curator)
Andy Macdonald (LTE Project Leader)
Sarah Perryman (LTE Data Curator)
The Rothamsted Long-term Experiments National Capability is funded by UK BBSRC and Lawes Agricultural
Trust
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